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Ace your preparation for the skills measured by MCTS Exam 70-433—and on the job. Work at your own pace through a series of lessons and reviews that fully cover each exam objective. Then, reinforce and apply what you’ve learned through real-world case scenarios and practice exercises. This official Microsoft study guide is designed to help you make the most of your study time.

Maximize your performance on the exam by learning to: 

	Create and manage database objects
	Query and modify data; implement subqueries and CTEs *    Optimize table structures and data integrity
	Create stored procedures, functions, and triggers
	Manage transactions, error handling, and change tracking
	Tune query performance
	Implement database mail, full-text search, Service Broker, scripts
	Work with XML and SQLCLR   Assess your skills with the practice tests on CD. You can work through hundreds of questions using multiple testing modes to meet your specific learning needs. You get detailed explanations for right and wrong answers—including a customized learning path that describes how and where to focus your studies. 


Your kit includes:

	15% exam discount from Microsoft. Offer expires 12/31/13. Details inside.
	Official self-paced study guide.
	Practice tests with multiple, customizable testing options and a learning plan based on your results.
	200 practice and review questions.
	180-day trial of SQL Server 2008 Enterprise Edition. 
	Case scenarios, exercises, and best practices.
	Fully searchable eBook of this guide, plus sample chapters from related books.
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Designing Forms for SharePoint and InfoPath: Using InfoPath Designer 2010 (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2011

	Over the past decade or so, Extensible Markup Language (XML) has
	become more widely used than ever before as a means of transferring data
	between applications and even between organizations. XML provides a
	standard protocol with which these applications and organizations can
	communicate. Using XML Schema, a company can define a...
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ATM & MPLS Theory & Application: Foundations of Multi-Service NetworkingMcGraw-Hill, 2002

	Why did we decide to update this book on ATM once again? Mainly, because the publisher asked us to! Seriously, though, in the fast moving telecommunications industry, a lot has happened since the publication of the last edition in 1998. In case you have been asleep, Internet-based communication is clearly the killer application for...
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Branding for NonprofitsAllworth Press, 2006

	Branding for Nonprofits provides the processes, tools, and thinking needed to brand or rebrand. Author DK Holland—a pioneer in the field—helps nonprofits approach the rebranding process with confidence and enthusiasm. Case studies reveal real-life situations in which nonprofits have successfully created branding opportunities...
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Circuit Design: Know It All (Newnes Know It All)Newnes, 2008
The latest technologies - the leading experts - proven real-world design solutions - together in one must-have volume!     

       The Newnes Know It All Series takes the best of what our authors have written to create hard-working desk references that will be an engineer's first port of call for key information, design techniques and...
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Migrating from Microsoft Windows NT Server 4.0 to Windows Server 2003Microsoft Press, 2003
Get real-world guidance—direct from the Microsoft Windows Server 2003  team—for planning and deploying an upgrade from Windows NT 4.o to Windows Server  2003 for your small or medium-sized business. This book delivers  straightforward, step-by-step instructions on how to upgrade to an Active  Directory directory service environment;...
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Mucosal Immunology and VirologySpringer, 2006

	An understanding of virus infection and the underlying role of the immune system in protection against these diseases is vital in today’s medical climate. Previously, only symptoms could be treated, as there were no antiviral therapies. The increasing amounts of research and the huge number of discoveries of immunologic agents and...
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